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Hearing before Administrative Law Judge O. Milton Fine II on January 10, 2012, in Little
Rock, Pulaski County, Arkansas.

Claimant pro se.

Respondents represented by Mr. Jarrod Parrish, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE

On January 10,2012, the above-captioned claim was heard in Little Rock, Arkansas.

A prehearing conference took place on October 26, 2011.  A prehearing order entered on

October 31, 2011 pursuant to the conference was admitted without objection as

Commission Exhibit 1.  At the hearing, the parties confirmed that the stipulations, issues,

and respective contentions were properly set forth in the order.

Stipulations

The parties discussed the stipulations set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.  They are

the following three, which I accept:

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.
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2. The employer/employee relationship existed on March 15, 2010, when

Claimant sustained a compensable injury to his lower back.

3. Claimant reached maximum medical improvement and was assigned an

eleven percent (11%) permanent partial impairment rating on September 15,

2010.  That rating was accepted and paid out by Respondents.

Issues

At the hearing, the parties discussed the issues set forth in Commission Exhibit 1.

The following were litigated:

1. What was Claimant’s average weekly wage?

2. Whether Claimant’s indemnity benefits were paid at an inaccurate rate.

3. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment in the form of

pain management.

Contentions

With an additional one by Respondents added at the hearing, the respective

contentions of the parties are:

Claimant:

1. Claimant contends that his average weekly wage was $720.00 and that he

is entitled to pain management in connection with his compensable injury.

Respondents:

1. Respondents contend that based on Dr. Thomas’ IME report of May 15,

2011, and his follow-up report of June 18, 2011, Claimant’s need for pain
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management is associated with his chronic and longstanding back problems

and not his acute injury.

2. In light of this, it is Respondents’ position they should not be liable for the

ongoing medical care requested by the claimant.

3. Respondents contend that all other appropriate benefits have been paid with

regard to this matter.

4. Respondents also contend that Claimant’s average weekly wage was

$685.77.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

After reviewing the record as a whole, including medical reports, documents, and

other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an opportunity to hear the

testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor, I hereby make the following

findings of fact and conclusions of law in accordance with Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-704

(Repl. 2002):

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations set forth above are reasonable and are hereby accepted.

3. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that the pain

management and epidural steroid injection treatments recommended by Dr.

James Adametz are reasonable and necessary to treat Claimant’s

compensable back injury.
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1Only after preparation of the hearing transcript did I discover that this exhibit
contains highlighting and underlining in certain instances–apparently placed on them
by the claimant.  This violates my prehearing order, which reads:

Further, the parties are advised that exhibits should not be highlighted or
underlined.  If any exhibits are altered, it will be necessary to substitute
those pages before the transcript is prepared for appeal.  Failure to
comply with these directives may result in sanctions, including the
exclusion of the medical records from evidence.

Only because these improper alterations did not come to my attention at the time of the

4. The evidence preponderates that Claimant’s average weekly wage was

$765.30.

5. Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that his benefits

were paid at a rate below what he was entitled to.  He was paid benefits

based on a calculated average weekly wage of $584.39, which would entitle

him to temporary total and permanent partial disability rates of $390.00 and

$293.00, respectively; but based on his actual average weekly wage,

$765.30, he was entitled to benefits based on the respective rates of

$510.00 and $383.00, respectively.

CASE IN CHIEF

Summary of Evidence

The witnesses at the hearing were Claimant and Curt Schichtl, a general

superintendent for Respondent Suspended Systems II, Inc. (hereinafter “Suspended”), a

construction firm.

Along with the prehearing order discussed above, the exhibits admitted into

evidence in this case consist of the following:  Claimant’s Exhibit 1,1 a compilation of his
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hearing will they remain in the record.  But the alterations will not be taken into
consideration.

2As I noted in the hearing, I am treating Claimant’s Exhibits 2-3 and pages 22-25
of Respondents’ Exhibit 2 to be purely argument, and do not consider them to be
evidence.

medical records, consisting of one index pages and 42 numbered pages thereafter;

Claimant’s Exhibit 2,2 his January 5, 2012 letter to the Commission and to Respondents’

counsel in which he argued his entitlement to pain management, consisting of two pages;

Claimant’s Exhibit 3, his January 4, 2012 letter to Respondents’ counsel in which he

argues his position concerning his average weekly wage, consisting of one page;

Respondents’ Exhibit 1, another compilation of Claimant’s medical records, consisting of

one index page and 29 numbered pages thereafter; and Respondents’ Exhibit 2,

Claimant’s wage records and correspondence from Respondents’ counsel concerning his

argument concerning the valuation of Claimant’s average weekly wage, consisting of one

index page and 25 numbered pages thereafter.

In addition, I have blue-backed the following documents to the record in this case:

the one-page amended Form AR-2 filed by Respondents on July 14, 2010; and

Respondents’ post-hearing brief filed January 17, 2012, consisting of four numbered

pages.  In accordance with Sapp v. Tyson Foods, Inc., 2010 Ark. App. 517, ___ S.W.3d

___, the blue-backed documents have been served on the parties in conjunction with this

opinion.

Adjudication
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Claimant was employed by Respondent Suspended on March 15, 2010, when he

sustained a compensable injury to his lower back.  Respondents accepted the injury and

paid for his treatment, which included back surgery and an eleven percent (11%)

impairment rating to the body as a whole.  He has requested additional benefits, however,

and this was the subject of his hearing.

A. Whether Claimant is entitled to additional medical treatment.

Claimant has contended that he is entitled to additional treatment in the form of

pain management.  In turn, Respondents have argued that Claimant’s need for pain

management is because of chronic and longstanding back problems and not his work-

related injury.

Arkansas Code Annotated Section 11-9-508(a) (Supp. 2011) states that an

employer shall provide for an injured employee such medical treatment as may be

necessary in connection with the injury received by the employee.  Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.

v. Brown, 82 Ark. App. 600, 120 S.W.3d 153 (2003).  But employers are liable only for

such treatment and services as are deemed necessary for the treatment of the claimant’s

injuries.  DeBoard v. Colson Co., 20 Ark. App. 166, 725 S.W.2d 857 (1987).  The claimant

must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that medical treatment is reasonable and

necessary for the treatment of a compensable injury.  Brown, supra; Geo Specialty Chem.

v. Clingan, 69 Ark. App. 369, 13 S.W.3d 218 (2000).  The standard “preponderance of the

evidence” means the evidence having greater weight or convincing force.  Barre v.

Hoffman, 2009 Ark. 373, 326 S.W.3d 415; Smith v. Magnet Cove Barium Corp., 212 Ark.

491, 206 S.W.2d 442 (1947).  What constitutes reasonable and necessary medical
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treatment is a question of fact for the Commission.  White Consolidated Indus. v. Galloway,

74 Ark. App. 13, 45 S.W.3d 396 (2001); Wackenhut Corp. v. Jones, 73 Ark. App. 158, 40

S.W.3d 333 (2001).

The determination of a witness’ credibility and how much weight to accord to that

person’s testimony are solely up to the Commission.  White v. Gregg Agricultural Ent., 72

Ark. App. 309, 37 S.W.3d 649 (2001).  The Commission must sort through conflicting

evidence and determine the true facts.  Id.  In so doing, the Commission is not required to

believe the testimony of the claimant or any other witness, but may accept and translate

into findings of fact only those portions of the testimony that it deems worthy of belief.  Id.

Claimant has pre-existing back problems.  On January 16, 2003, he underwent a

right L5-S1 discectomy and decompression by Dr. Scott Schlesinger.

At the hearing, Claimant described the work-related incident on March 15, 2010 as

follows:  “We were hanging sheetrock.  And I was carrying a sheet, and I knelt down, and

that’s when I felt a sharp pain in my back.”  When Claimant first sought treatment, at

Concentra Medical Clinic, he was given pain medication and sent to physical therapy for

four weeks.  His lumbar MRI showed acute herniations on the left at L3-4 and more central

at L4-5, along with dessication at L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1.  He went to Dr. Justin Seale on

May 10, 2010.  Seale ordered a left L4-5 transforaminal epidural steroid injection, which

took place on May 26, 2010; but Claimant’s symptoms did not improve.  He still presented

with “fairly debilitating pain,” with radicular pain down both legs (but 90 percent of such in

the left).  Thus, on June 25, 2010, Dr. Seale performed a microdiscectomy at L3-4 and L4-

5.  The surgery confirmed that Claimant had “an obviously extruded disk fragment on the
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3The report of Claimant’s first visit to Dr. Adametz is not in evidence.  But
according to Dr. Thomas’s IME report, that visit took place in February 2011, and

left at L3-4,” while the “herniation at L4-5 was more midline.”  On July 19, 2010, Claimant

reported improvement, but still had symptoms.  Seale had Claimant undergo six weeks of

physical therapy, and gave him light duty restrictions of no bending, twisting or lifting over

20 pounds.  Claimant informed Seale on August 30, 2010 that he was still suffering from

debilitating back pain and some residual leg symptoms.

Dr. Seale scheduled Claimant for a functional capacity evaluation.  This evaluation,

which took place on September 8, 2010, showed that he gave an unreliable effort, with

only 35 of 54 consistency measures within expected limits.  Nonetheless, he was found to

have demonstrated the ability to perform work in at least the Light classification of work.

On September 15, 2010, Dr. Seale wrote:

At this time, I reviewed the functional capacity exam with him . . . I discussed
with him today that, given this reported unreliable effort, I am unable to place
him on restrictions.  Thus, I am returning him back to normal work without
restrictions.  I discussed with him that it does not mean he has to go back to
work.  If he is unable to do his job, then he probably would just lose his job.

At this time, I am placing him at maximum medical improvement.  He may
return back to work without restrictions.  His impairment rating is 11% as
taken from page 113 from the Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent
Impairment, 4th Edition, being a surgically treated disc lesion with persistent
symptoms with one additional level.

I am releasing him from my medical care.  I am going to see him back only
as needed.

On January 19, 2011, the Medical Cost Containment Division of the Commission

entered an order that changed Claimant’s physician from Dr. Seale to Dr. James Adametz.

His March 11, 20113 note reads:
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“Adametz recommended no additional surgery.”

CHART NOTE:  Mr.  Rivera came back to the office on March 11, 2011.  He
had a new MRI scan and I was able to go over it.

STUDIES REVIEWED:  You can tell that he had discectomies at L3-4 and
L4-5 on the left.  He has probably had an old one at L5-S1 on the right,
actually, and I suspect that is the one Dr. Schlesinger did, although that is
a little harder to tell about.  I see some scar tissue and lumbar spondylosis,
but I do not really see a recurrent disc herniation, so I am not really inclined
to think he needs additional surgery.

DECISION MAKING:  This leaves us with some kind of symptomatic
treatment and then trying to increase his activities.  I suggested that we
might try an epidural steroid injection.  I am going to put him on some
Naproxen.  He has been getting Hydrocodone from his family doctor and I
did give him some Vicodin, 5mg, and advised him to take those sparingly.
He already does quite a bit of walking on his job, but I encouraged him to
actually start doing a little bit of light exercise with at lest some walking in the
evenings as well.  For the time being I would keep him on the same sort of
light duty restrictions he has been doing, but we will try to get him back to a
little bit more normal activities over a period of time if we can build him up
and make him feel a little bit better with the steroid shots.

ADDENDUM: I received the results of Mr. Rivera’s Functional Capacity
Evaluation.  Unfortunately, Mr. Rivera did have inconsistent unreliable efforts
on 35 of 54 consistency measures and so it made the Functional Capacity
Evaluation somewhat invalid.  They nevertheless came to the conclusion
that he could lift up to 30 pounds and I would agree with that restriction at
this time.

As Adametz’s report notes, Claimant underwent an MRI on March 11, 2011.  No recurrent

disc extrusion was found, but foraminal narrowing at L4-5 and L5-S1, along with

degeneration at L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1, and narrowing of the central canal, was noted.

On May 15, 2011, Dr. Brad Thomas conducted an independent medical evaluation

(“IME”) of Claimant.  Thomas’ report reads in pertinent part:

Imaging Studies:  I reviewed an MRI from April of 2010.  This did show disc
herniations at both L3-4 and L4-5.  The L3-4 was worse.  The patient had an
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MRI in 2011 that actually shows this looks much better and he has no
significant disc herniations at this point.

Assessment and Plan:  At this point, I informed him that I would not do any
more surgical procedures.  I do not fee like any more injections would help.
I would recommend him full-duty and for him to be placed at MMI.  I would
recommend some pain management for his chronic back pain.  I would also
give him an eleven percent (11%) impairment rating for a surgically treated
disc with medically documented pain, which would be ten percent (10%) and
add one percent (1%) for an additional level, which would be a total of
eleven percent (11%).

In correspondence dated June 18, 2011, Thomas wrote:

This is in response to your letter dated June 14, 2011.  You asked that I
address one more question from my IME.  I had recommended pain
management and you wanted to know if I felt the work injury from March 15,
2010 was greater than a fifty one percent (51%) cause of his current chronic
pain.  I feel like the work injury from March 15, 2010 is contributing to his
chronic pain, but it is not greater than fifty-one percent of the cause.  He has
a previous back surgery and back problems.  I feel that he has longstanding
back issues and that is why he needs chronic pain management.

I think this answers the main question, which is, is worker’s [sic]
compensation responsible for this ongoing chronic pain management.  I
would say, at this point, even though he might benefits from pain
management, this might be more of his own responsibility since he has a
history of back problems.

On August 12, 2011, Claimant returned to Dr. Adametz.  His report includes the

following:

The last time that I saw him I MRI scanned him and I did not see anything
major that I thought needed more surgery.  I suggested an epidural steroid
injection and apparently that never got done.  He ended up seeing Dr.
Thomas than at the Workman’s [sic] Comp recommendation.  I don’t have
Dr. Thomas’ letters.  The patient tells me that Dr. Thomas recommended a
pain management.  I don’t think that is a bad idea except that pain
management would probably consider still giving him some pain medication
and possibly some injections . . . At this point, I am in a little bit of limbo as
I don’t know exactly what they want me to do or expect me to do or why he
is even seeing me at this point if I can’t do what I recommend.  I would do an
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epidural steroid injection on him if they would let me.  If that won’t approve
that, then I would recommend he go see a pain specialist.

At the hearing, Claimant testified that after he was injured, he first saw Dr. Heigel,

his family doctor.  From there, he went to Concentra for physical therapy, then to Dr.

Seale, and then to Dr. Adametz.  Dr. Thomas, the IME doctor, is the last provider that he

has seen in connection with his back injury.  While he readily admitted that he previously

had undergone surgery on his back, it was fine on March 15, 2010.

Claimant desires whatever treatment Adametz has recommended, including

injections and pain management.  He stated that his back pain was 6/10 at the hearing;

but if he walks or moves at all, it increases to 7/10 to 8/10.  As he admitted, and his

records confirm, Dr. Seale released him to full duty.

After consideration of this matter, I credit Claimant’s testimony concerning his

condition at the time of the March 15, 2010 accident, as well as his current condition.

“Medical treatments which are required so as to stabilize or maintain an injured worker are

the responsibility of the employer.”  Artex Hydrophonics, Inc. v. Pippin, 8 Ark. App. 200,

649 S.W.2d 845 (1983).  Dr. Adametz has opined that Claimant needs an epidural steroid

injection,  and referral to pain management if the former is not successful.  I note that Dr.

Thomas has agreed that Claimant needs pain management.  The Commission is

authorized to accept or reject a medical opinion and is authorized to determine its medical

soundness and probative value.  Poulan Weed Eater v. Marshall, 79 Ark. App. 129, 84

S.W.3d 878 (2002); Green Bay Packing v. Bartlett, 67 Ark. App. 332, 999 S.W.2d 692

(1999).  Based upon my review of the evidence, I credit Adametz and Thomas on this.
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Claimant has shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the injection and pain

management are reasonable and necessary to treat his compensable injury.

In rendering this finding, I am not unaware of what Dr. Thomas also opined:

I feel like the work injury from March 15, 2010 is contributing to his chronic
pain, but it is not greater than fifty-one percent of the cause.  He has a
previous back surgery and back problems.  I feel that he has longstanding
back issues and that is why he needs chronic pain management.

As Claimant in his brief points out, “[m]ajor cause” is more than fifty percent (50%) of the

cause–not fifty-one percent (51%).  See Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(14)(A) (Supp. 2011).

Regardless, “major cause” is not a element in proving the need for additional treatment.

Thomas maintained that the work-related injury is a contributing factor concerning

Claimant’s pain.  I credit that–a causal relationship between Claimant’s need for pain

management and his compensable injury has been established.  The Arkansas Court of

Appeals has found that treatment that is purposed to help a claimant cope with pain

attributable to a compensable injury may be reasonable and necessary.  See LVL, Inc. v.

Ragsdale, 2011 Ark. App. 144, ___ S.W.3d ___; Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. Dickens, 58 Ark.

App. 266, 950 S.W.2d 463 (1997).  I find such to be the case here.

Moreover, I am cognizant of Respondents’ argument that Claimant’s FCE results

(cited above) “undermine the pain complaints he maintains warrant additional treatment.”

But again, I credit Claimant’s testimony, and note that he has continued to work despite

his condition, subject to such accommodations as having help with lifting doors.

B. What was Claimant’s average weekly wage?
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Claimant has contended that his average weekly wage for the time period pertinent

to this claim was $720.00.  On the other hand, Respondents argue that the evidence and

applicable law establish that his average weekly wage was $685.77.

Arkansas Code Annotated § 11-9-705(a)(3) (Supp. 2011) provides that “[w]hen

deciding any issue, administrative law judges . . . shall determine, on the basis of the

record as a whole, whether they party having the burden of proof on the issue has

established it by a preponderance of the evidence.”

In determining the average weekly wage of a claimant, Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-518

(Repl. 2002) gives the following guidance:

(a)(1) Compensation shall be computed on the average weekly wage
earned by the employee under the contract of hire in force at the time
of accident and in no case shall be computed on less than a full-time
workweek in the employment.

(2) Where the injured employee was working on a piece basis, the
average weekly wage shall be determined by dividing the earnings of
the employee by the number of hours required to earn the wages
during the period not to exceed fifty-two (52) weeks preceding the
week in which the accident occurred and by multiplying this hourly
wage by the number of hours in a full-time workweek in the
employment.

(b) Overtime earnings are to be added to the regular weekly wages and
shall be computed by dividing the overtime earnings by the number
of weeks worked by the employee in the same employment under the
contract of hire in force at the time of the accident, not to exceed a
period of fifty-two (52) weeks preceding the accident.

(c) If, because of exceptional circumstances, the average weekly wage
cannot be fairly and justly determined by the above formulas, the
commission may determine the average weekly wage by a method
that is just and fair to all parties concerned.
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The term “wages” is defined in Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-102(19) (Supp. 2011) in pertinent

part as follows:

“Wages” means the money rate at which the services rendered is
recompensed under the contract of hire in force at the time of the accident
including the reasonable value of board, rent, housing, lodging, or similar
advantage received from the employer . . . .

Claimant testified that in the year preceding his injury, he earned $18.00 per hour.

He also testified that he almost always worked 40 hours per week, and at times worked

overtime at a rate of $27.00 per hour.  When Respondents’ counsel pointed out that

construction work entails bad weather, lack of work, and being between jobs, Rivera

replied that “I work for a really good company, and they try to keep us busy, so when we’re

not working one place they send us to another.”  But Claimant admitted that “if I don’t work

40 [hours], I don’t get paid 40.”

Curt Schichtl, the general superintendent of Respondent Suspended, testified that

Claimant does not have any contract with the business that guarantees him 40 hours of

work there each week.  He described some of the events that would prevent Suspended’s

employees from working a full week:

Lack of work; weather; job-type things, you know, if other trades don’t meet
their productivity to allow our productivity to continue on the site; just general
things like that.  We work in hospitals quite a bit.  Sometimes we get shut out
during the day, you know, if we’re close to an OR, or something like that, I’ve
had that happen.  I’ve had to send people home.

When such events happen and workers are sent home, according to Schichtl, they do not

get paid.  While he agreed with Claimant that Suspended tries to keep its workers on the

job, he added that there are still circumstances when there is nothing for them to do.  And
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again, when that occurs, they are not paid.  Schichtl did confirm, however, that Claimant

and others do work overtime on occasion–and that Claimant earned $27.00 per hour for

doing so.

Claimant’s wage records, contained in Respondents’ Exhibit 2, corroborate that he

earned $18.00 per hour.  The records reflect that in the 52 weeks preceding his injury, he

worked 40 or more hours during 27 of those weeks.  While both Claimant and Schichtl

agreed that factors including weather affected the former’s ability at times to put in 40

hours, the evidence clearly shows that Claimant was required to work 40 hours or more

each week if work was available.  Thus, the application of § 11-9-518(a)(1) is called for

here under Herman Young Lumber Co. v. Koon, 30 Ark. App. 162, 785 S.W.2d 44 (1990),

and shows that his 40-hour gross wage of $720.00 should go into the average weekly

wage calculation.  See also Gill v. Ozark Forest Prods., Inc., 255 Ark. 951, 504 S.W.2d 357

(1974).

As for his overtime, I find from Claimant’s wage records that he earned $2,038.50

over the 45 weeks he worked in the year prior to his injury.  Under § 11-9-518(b), I find that

this results in $45.30 being added to the $720.00 discussed above for an average weekly

wage of $765.30.

C. Whether Claimant’s indemnity benefits were paid at an inaccurate rate.

Respondents’ amended Form AR-2 establishes that Claimant’s benefits were paid

based on the valuation of his average weekly as being $584.39.  Per Ark. Code Ann. §11-

9-501(b) & (d) (Repl. 2002), plus AWCC Advisory 2000-1, his compensation rates in such

an instance would be $390.00 for temporary total disability benefits and $293.00 for
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4In Respondents’ December 5, 2011 letter to the Commission, part of their
Exhibit 2, they assert that they are entitled to a credit based upon an alleged
overpayment of temporary total disability benefits to Claimant.  Such an issue is not
before me (and was not even set out in Respondents’ contentions); and I do not have
the authority to address this sua sponte.  It is well-settled that it is not the province of
administrative law judges to address issues not raised by either party.  See, e.g.,
Carthan v. School Apparel, Inc., 2006 AWCC 182, Claim No. F410921 (Full
Commission Opinion filed November 28, 2006); Singleton v. City of Pine Bluff, 2006
AWCC 34, Claim No. F302256 (Full Commission Opinion filed February 23, 2006),
rev’d on other grounds, No. CA06-398 (Dec. 6, 2006)(unpublished).

permanent partial disability benefits.  But based on his actual average weekly wage, which

again I have found to be $765.30, his rates should be $510.00 and $383.00, respectively.

Consequently, I find that Claimant has proven by a preponderance of the evidence that his

benefits were paid at a rate below what he was entitled to.4

CONCLUSION AND AWARD

Respondents are directed to pay benefits in accordance with the findings of fact set

forth above.  All accrued sums shall be paid in a lump sum without discount, and this

award shall earn interest at the legal rate until paid, pursuant to Ark. Code Ann. § 11-9-809

(Repl. 2002).  See Couch v. First State Bank of Newport, 49 Ark. App. 102, 898 S.W.2d

57 (1995).
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IT IS SO ORDERED.

________________________________
Hon. O. Milton Fine II
Administrative Law Judge


